Transportation

1. There are three choices from Pudong Airport 浦东国际机场 (PVG) to Fudan University 复旦大学
   - Take taxi (about 50 minutes, about 200 RMB).
   - Take Maglev Speed Train to Long Yang Road Station (40 RMB), then take taxi (about 60 RMB).
   - Take Airport Bus Line 4, get off at "Wu Jiao Chang" 五角场 (the second stop) (20 RMB). Then walk about 10 minutes.

2. There are two choices from Hongqiao Airport 虹桥机场 (SHA) to Fudan University 复旦大学
   - Take taxi (about 90 RMB).
   - Take Bus No. 941 to South Square of Shanghai Railway Station, then take 5-minute-walk to North Square. Take Bus No. 942 to Fudan University.

3. From Shanghai Railway Station 上海火车站 to Fudan University 复旦大学
   - Exit at the South Square of Shanghai Railway Station, then take 5-minute-walk to North Square. Take Bus No. 942 to Fudan University.
   - Or take taxi (about 35 RMB).

4. From Shanghai South Railway Station 上海南站 to Fudan University 复旦大学
   - Take Subway Line 3 to Da Bai Shu Station, then take taxi (about 12 RMB) or take Bus No. 133, or 866 to Fudan University.